We study the following basic problem called Bi-Covering. Given a graph GpV, Eq, find two (not necessarily disjoint) sets A Ď V and B Ď V such that A Y B " V and that every edge e belongs to either the graph induced by A or to the graph induced by B. The goal is to minimize maxt|A|, |B|u. This is the most simple case of the Channel Allocation problem [13]. A solution that outputs V, H gives ratio at most 2. We show that under the Strong Unique Game Conjecture by Bansal and Khot [6] there is no 2´ ratio algorithm for the problem, for any constant ą 0.
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Introduction
We study the Bi-Covering problem -Given a graph GpV, Eq, find two (not necessarily disjoint) sets A, B Ď V such that A Y B " V and that every edge e P E belongs to either the graph induced by A or to the graph induced by B. The goal is to minimize maxt|A|, |B|u.
The problem we study is closely related to the problem of Channel Allocation which was studied in [13] . The Channel Allocation Problem can be described as follows: there is a universe of topics, a fixed number of channels and a set of requests where each request is a subset of topics. The task is to send a subset of topics through each channel such that each request is satisfied by set of topics from one of the channel i.e. for every request there must exists at least one channel such that the set of topics present in that channel is a superset of the set of topics from the request. Of course, one can achieve this task trivially by sending all topics through one channel. But, the optimization version of Channel Allocation Problem asks for a way to satisfy all the request by minimizing the maximum number of topics sent through a channel.
Any connected undirected graph GpV, Eq on n vertices and m edges along with an integer k can be viewed as a special case of channel allocation problem -The set of topics is a set of n vertices, each edge represents a request, where the requested set of topics corresponding to an edge is a pair of its endpoints and the number of channels is k. If we fix the number of channels to k " 2 then the optimization problem exactly corresponds to the Bi-Covering problem. Specifically, the optimization problem asks for two subsets A and B of V minimizing maxt|A|, |B|u such that A Y B " V and every edge is totally contained in a graph induced by either A or B.
Our Results
Getting 2 approximation for Bi-Covering problem is trivial (by setting A = B = V). We show that Bi-Covering problem is hard to approximated within any factor strictly less than 2 assuming a strong Unique Games Conjecture by [6] (see Conjecture 12).
Our Theorem 1 implies hardness result for the following well known problem:
Max-Bi-Clique problem is as follows: Input: A bipartite graph GpX, Y, Eq with |X| " |Y | " n. Output: Find largest k such that there exists two subsets A Ď X, B Ď Y of size k and the graph induced on pA, Bq is a complete bipartite graph.
Inapproximability of Max-Bi-Clique problem has been studied extensively [2, 7, 10, 17] . Feige [10] showed that using an assumption of average case hardness of 3SAT instance, Max-Bi-Clique cannot be approximated within any constant factor in polynomial time (and hence within n δ for some δ ą 0 using known amplification technique [2, 7] ). Feige-Kogan [12] showed that assuming SAT R DT IM Ep2 n 3{4` q there is no 2 plog nq δ approximation for Max-Bi-Clique. They also showed that it is NP-hard to approximate Max-Bi-Clique within any constant factor assuming Max´Clique (finding a maximum sized clique in a graph) does not have a n{2 c ?
log n -approximation. Khot [17] later proved a similar inapproximability result but assuming NP Ę X ą0 BPTIMEp2 n q using a quasi-random PCP. It is an important open problem to extend similar hardness results based on weaker complexity assumptions [3] . In particular, it is still not known if UGC implies a constant factor hardness for Max-Bi-Clique. A straightforward corollary from Theorem 1 (see 4.2.2) implies that we get similar hardness results for Max-Bi-Clique based on Conjecture 12. § Corollary 3. Assuming strong Unique Games Conjecture, it is NP-hard to approximate Max-Bi-Clique within any constant factor.
As mentioned above, the hardness factor can be boosted to n δ for some δ ą 0 using known techniques. (such as described in [2, 7]) 
UGC and strong UGC:
Unique games conjecture so far helped in understanding the tight inapproximability factors of many problems including, but not limited to, Vertex Cover [18] , optimal algorithm for every , Ordering CSPs [15] , characterizing strong approximation resistance of CSPs [19] etc. The inherent difficulty in showing hardness results assuming Unique Games Conjecture for the problems that we study is that we need some kind of expansion property on the unique games instance which it lacks. It is shown that Unique Games are easy when the constraint graph is an expander [5] . In general, in [4] it is shown that Unique Games are easy when a normalized adjacency matrix of a constraint graph has very few eigenvalues close to 1. So the natural direction is to modify the unique games instance to get some expansion property but weak enough so that it is not tractable by the techniques of [5], [4] . The Strong Unique Games Conjecture, which has a weak expansion property, has been used earlier in [6] and [21] to show inapproximability results for minimizing weighted completion time on a single machine with precedence constraints and minimizing makespan in precedence constrained scheduling on identical machines respectively. Our result adds another interesting implication of Strong Unique Games Conjecture, namely inapproximability of Max-Bi-Clique and Bi-Covering. We hope that our results will help motivate study of Strong Unique Games Conjecture and ultimately answering the question about its equivalence to the Unique Games Conjecture.
Algorithmic Results:
We give better than 2 approximation for Bi-Covering on numerous special graph classes. See section A.4 for the definition of graph classes. The algorithmic results can be summarized in the following theorem. § Theorem 4. The Bi-Covering problem admits polynomial time algorithms that attain the following ratios (Graph type: approximation ratio):
1. Chordal graphs : 1.876. 2. Interval Graphs: exact Opn 5 q time algorithm. 3. Minor Free Graph: 1`op1q. 4. Graph with minimum degree δn: 2´4δ{3 . 5. δ-vertex expander Graph: 2{p1`δ 2 {8q. 6. Split Graphs : 8{5. 7. Graphs with minimum degree d: 2´p6{5q¨1{d.
Our algorithms are quite non-trivial. Most of our algorithmic results relies on the fact that if we can find two disjoint sets each of size at least n with no edges in between, then this itself gives 2´ approximation (see Lemma 26). To get better bound on in some special cases we use known theorems related to the structural results of graphs, size of separator, lower bound on independent set size etc. In some of the cases, we create a bipartite graph from a given graph instance and show that the vertex cover in the bipartite graph is small. We then use the bound on the size of vertex cover to find a better bi-covering of the edges in a graph.
Organization
In Section 4, we prove the main inapproximability of Bi-Covering and related problems. In Section A we present notations and tools required for our approximation algorithms. Finally, in section B we present our approximation algorithms for special graph classes.
Inapproximability of Bi-Covering
The Bi-Covering problem is: Input: A graph GpV, Eq Output: Two subsets A, B Ď V such that A Y B " V and every edge pu, vq P E either tu, vu Ď A or tu, vu Ď B. Minimize maxt|A|, |B|u.
The optimal value of a Bi-Covering on instance GpV, Eq is always at least |V |{2 and hence getting a 2-approximation for this problem is trivial by setting A " V and B " H. In order to beat 2-approximation, one should be able to solve the following weaker problem.
Problem
For small enough ą 0, given an undirected graph GpV, Eq, distinguish between the following two cases:
1. There exists two disjoint sets A, B Ď V , |A|, |B| ě 1{2´ such that there are no edges between A and B. 2. There exists no two disjoint sets A, B Ď V |A|, |B| ě such that there are no edges between A and B.
In this section, we show that it is UG-Hard to distinguish between (1) and (2) for any constant ą 0 proving Theorem 1.
Preliminaries
Let q be any prime. We are interested in space of functions from F n q to R. Define inner product on this space as xf, gy " 1 q n ř xPF n q f pxqgpxq. Let ω q be the q th root of unity. For a vector α P F n q , we will denote α i the i th coordinate of vector α. The Fourier decomposition of a function f : F n q Ñ R is given as
where χ α pxq :" ω xα,xy q and a Fourier coefficientf pαq :" xf, χ α y. § Definition 5 (Symmetric Markov Operator). Symmetric Markov operator on F q can be thought of as a random walk on an undirected graph with the vertex set F q . It can be represented as a qˆq matrix T where pi, jq th entry is the probability of moving to vertex j from i. § Definition 6. For a symmetric Markov operator T , let 1 " λ 0 ě λ 1 ě λ 2 . . . ě λ q´1 be the eigenvalues of T in a non-increasing order. The spectral radius of T , denoted by rpT q, is defined as:
rpT q " maxt|λ 1 |, |λ q´1 |u For a Markov operator T the condition rpT q ă 1 is equivalent to saying that the induced regular graph (self-loop allowed) on F q is non-bipartite and connected.
For T as above, we also define a Markov operator T bn on rqs n in a natural way i.e applying a Markov operator T bn to x P rqs n is same as applying the Markov operator T on each x i independently. Note that if T is symmetric then T bn is also symmetric and rpT bn q " rpT q. § Definition 7 (Influence). Let f : F n q Ñ R be a function. the influence of the i 1 th variable on f , denoted by Inf i pf q is defines as:
Inf i pf q " ErVar xi rf pxq|x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x i´1 , x i`1 , . . . , x n ss where x 1 , . . . , x n are uniformly distributed. In terms of Fourier coefficients, it has the following formula:
The low-level (level k) influence of i 1 th variable is defined as:
where |α| is the number of non-zero co-ordinates in α.
We will need the following Gaussian stability measure in our analysis: § Definition 8. Let φ : R Ñ r0, 1s be the cumulative distribution function of the standard Gaussian random variable. For a parameter ρ, µ, ν P r0, 1s, we define the following two quantities:
where X and Y are two standard Gaussian variables with covariance ρ.
We are now ready to state the invariance principle from [9] that we need for our reduction. § Theorem 9 ( [9] ). Let T be a symmetric Markov operator on F q such that ρ " rpT q ă 1. Then for any τ ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 and k P N such that if f, g : F n q Ñ r0, 1s are two functions satisfying minpInf ďk i pf q, Inf ďk i pgqq ď δ for all i P rns, then it holds that
Our hardness result is based on a variant of Unique Games conjecture. First, we define what the Unique game is: § Definition 10 (Unique Game). An instance G " pU, V, E, rLs, tπ e u ePE q of the Unique Game constraint satisfaction problem consists of a bi-regular bipartite graph pU, V, Eq, a set of alphabets rLs and a permutation map π e : rLs Ñ rLs for every edge e P E. Given a labeling : U Y V Ñ rLs, , an edge e " pu, vq is said to be satisfied by if π e p pvqq " puq.
G is said to be at most δ-satisfiable if every labeling satisfies at most a δ fraction of the edges.
The following is a conjecture by Khot [16] which has been used to prove many tight inapproximability results. § Conjecture 11 (Unique Games Conjecture [16] ). For every sufficiently small δ ą 0 there exists L P N such that the following holds. Given a an instance G " pU, V, E, rLs, tπ e u ePE q of Unique Game it is NP-hard to distinguish between the following two cases: YES case: There exist an assignment that satisfies at least p1´δq fraction of the edges. NO case: Every assignment satisfies at most δ fraction of the edge constraints.
Our hardness results are based on the following stronger conjecture by Bansal-Khot [6] . We refer readers to [6] for more discussion on comparison between these two conjectures. § Conjecture 12 (Strong Unique Games Conjecture [6]). For every sufficiently small δ, γ, η ą 0 there exists L P N such that the following holds: Given an instance G " pU, V, E, rLs, tπ e u ePE q of Unique Game which is bi-regular, it is NP-hard to distinguish between the following two cases: YES case: There exist sets V 1 Ď V such that |V 1 | ě p1´ηq|V | and an assignment that satisfies all edges connected to V 1 . NO case: Every assignment satisfies at most γ fraction of the edge constraints. Moreover, the instance satisfies the following expansion property. For every set S Ď V , |S| " δ|V |, we have |ΓpSq| ě p1´δq|V |, where ΓpSq :" tu P S | Dv P V s.t.pu, vq P Eu.
p2´ q-inapproximability
In order to prove the p2´ q hardness, we first start with a dictatorship test that we will use as a gadget in the actual reduction.
Dictatorship Test.
We design a dictatorship test for the problem Bi-Covering. We are interested in functions f : F n q Ñ R. f is called a dictator if it is of the form F px 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n q " x i for some i P rns.
Dictatorship gadget:
Let q ą 2 be any prime number. Let GpF q , Eq be a 3-regular graph on F q with self loops as shown below:
It is constructed as follows : Take a cycle on 0, 1, 2, . . . , q´1, 0, then add a self loop to every vertex except to the vertex 0. Remove the edge ptq{2u, tq{2u`1q, add an edge p0, tq{2uq. Finally, to make it 3-regular, add a self loop to the vertex tq{2u`1. This completes the description of graph G. Since the graph G is connected and non-bipartite, the symmetric Markov operator T defined by the random walk in G has rpT q ă 1. One crucial thing about G is that it has two large disjoint subsets of vertices, namely t1, 2, . . . , tq{2uu and ttq{2u`1.tq{2u`2, . . . , q´1u, with no edges in between.
Consider the vertex set V " F R q for some constant R. We will construct a graph H on V as follows : px, yq P pF R2 forms an edge in H iff they satisfy the following condition:
x is adjacent to y iff T bR px Ø yq ‰ 0.
Completeness:
it can be seen easily that there is no edge between sets AzB and BzA.
More precisely,
By the property of Markov operator T bR , px, yq are not adjacent if px i , y i q R E for some i P rRs. Hence, there are no edges between AzB and BzA. Thus, the optimal value is at most 1 |V |¨m axt|A|, |B|u " 1 2`1 2q .
Soundness:
be the indicator functions of sets AzB and BzA respectively. Suppose |AzB| " |V | and |BzA| " |V | for some ą 0 and that there are no edges in between AzB and BzA. We will show that in this case, f and g must have a common influential co-ordinate. Since, there are no edges between these sets, we have
For the application of Invariance principle, Theorem 9, in our case we have Erf s " Ergs " ą 0 and ρ " rpT q ă 1. Thus, for small enough τ :" τ pρ, q ą 0,
We can now apply Theorem 9 to conclude that there exists i P rRs and k P N independent of R such that minpInf ďk i pf q, Inf ďk i pgqq ě δ, for some δpτ q ą 0. Hence, unless f and g have a common influential co-ordinate, 1 |V |m axt|A|, |B|u ě 1´ . Thus, the optimum value is at least 1´
Actual Reduction :
The above dictatorship test for large enough q can be composed with the Unique Games instance having some stronger guarantee (Conjecture 12) in a straightforward way that gives p2´ q hardness for every constant ą 0 assuming UGC. Details as follows:
Let G " pU, V, E, rLs, tπ e u ePE q be the given instance of Unique Game with parameters δ ă 4 , γ, η ą 0 from Conjecture 12 . We replace each vertex v P V by a block of q L vertices, namely by a hypercube rqs L . We will denote this block by rvs. As defined in the dictatorship test, let G be the graph on F q and T be the induced symmetric Markov operator. For every pair of edges e 1 pu, v 1 q and e 2 pu, v 2 q in G, we will add the following edges between rv 1 s and rv 2 s : Let π 1 and π 2 be the permutation constraint associated with e 1 and e 2 respectively. x P rv 1 s and y P rv 2 s are connected by an edge iff T bL ppx˝π´1 1 q Ø py˝π´1 2‰ 0 (where px˝π´1q i " x π´1piq for all i P rLs) i.e. for every i P rLs, x π´1 1 piq and y π´1 2 piq are connected by an edge in graph G. This completes the description of a graph. Let's denote this graph by H. § Lemma 13 (Completeness). If there exists an assignment to vertices in G that satisfies all edges connected to p1´ηq fraction of vertices in V then H has a Bi-Covering of size at most p1´ηqp1{2`1{2qq`η.
Proof. Fix a labeling such that for at least p1´ηq fraction of vertices in V in G, all edges attached to them are satisfied. Suppose X be the set of remaining η fraction of vertices of V in G. For every vertex v P V , consider the following two partitions of rvs:
The claim is that this is the required edge separating sets. To see this, consider any vertex pair pa, bq such that a P AzB and b P BzA. We need to show that pa, bq must not be adjacent in H. Suppose a P rv 1 s and b P rv 2 s. If v 1 and v 2 don't have a common neighbor then clearly, there is no edge between a and b. Suppose they have a common neighbor u and let e 1 " pu, v 1 q and e 2 " pu, v 2 q be the edges and π 1 and π 2 be the associated permutation constraints.
Hence satisfies all constraints associated with v 1 and v 2 . In particular, π 1 p pv 1" π 2 p pv 2": j for some j P rLs. Since a P A v1 , we have a π´1 1 pjq " a pv1q P t1, . . . , tq{2uuu. Similarly, b π´1 2 pjq P ttq{2uu`1, tq{2uu`2, . . . , qu. By the construction of edges in H, a and b are not adjacent.
For
Proof. Suppose for contradiction, there exists an Bi-Covering of size at most p1´ q. This means there exists two sets X, Y of size at least fraction of vertices in H such that there are no edges in between X and Y . Let X˚be the set of vertices in v P V such that rvs X X ě 2 |rvs|. Similarly, Y˚be the set of vertices in v P V such that rvs X Y ě 2 |rvs|. By simple averaging argument, |X˚| ě 2 |V | and |Y˚| ě 2 |V |. § Lemma 15. The total fraction of edges connected to X˚whose other end point is in ΓpX˚q X ΓpY˚q is at least 1 2 .
Proof. Let G has left-degree d 1 and right-degree d 2 . We have d 1 " d2|V | |U | . Suppose the claim is not true, then at least 1 2 fraction of edges have there endpoint in U zΓpY˚q. As, |U zΓpY˚q| ď δ|U |, the average degree of a vertex in U zΓpY˚q is at least p1{2qd2|X˚|
For v P X˚Y Y˚, let f v : rqs L Ñ t0, 1u be the indicator function of a set rvs X pX Y Y q. Define the following label set for v P X˚Y Y˚for some τ 1 ą 0 and k P N:
There exists a constant τ 1 :" τ 1 pq, q and k :" kpq, q such that for every u P U and edges e 1 pu, vq, e 2 pu, wq such that v P X˚and w P Y˚, we have π e1 pFpvqq X π e2 pFpwqq ‰ H Proof. As there are no edges between X and Y , we have
By the soundness analysis of the dictatorship test, it follows that there exists i P rLs such that minpInf ďk π´1 e 1 piq pf v q, Inf ďk π´1 e 2 piq pf wě τ 1 , for some τ 1 , k as a function of q and . Thus, i P π e1 pFpvqq and i P π e2 pFpwqq. đ đ
Labeling:
Fix τ 1 and k from Lemma 16. We now define a labeling to vertices in X˚Ď V and in ΓpX˚q X ΓpY˚q Ď U as follows: For a vertex v P X˚set pvq to be an uniformly random label from Fpvq. For u P ΓpX˚q X ΓpY˚q, select an arbitrary neighbor w of u in Y˚and set puq to be an uniformly random label from the set π pu,wq pFpwqq of size at most k τ 1 . Fix an edge pu, vq such that u P ΓpX˚q X ΓpY˚q and v P X˚. By Lemma 16, for any w P Ys ince π pu,wq pFpwqq X π pu,vq pFpvqq ‰ H, The probability that the edge is satisfied by the randomized labeling is at least´τ 1 k¯2 . Thus in expectation, at least´τ 1 k¯2 fraction of edges between X˚and ΓpX˚q X ΓpY˚q are satisfied. By Lemma 15, at least 1 2 fraction of edges connected to X˚are in between X˚and ΓpX˚q X ΓpY˚q. Finally using bi-regularity, this labeling satisfies at least 1 2 2´τ 1 k¯2 fraction of edges in G. Setting γ ă 1 2 2´τ 1 k¯2 completes the proof. đ
Proof of Theorem 1:
The proof follows from Lemma 13, Lemma 14 and Conjecture 12.
Proof of Theorem 2:
Given an input as a bipartite graph, there is a trivial 3{2 approximation for Bi-Covering -Take set A to be the union of a smaller part and half of the larger bi partition and B to be union of smaller part and remaining half of the larger part. It is easy to see these two sets A and B satisfy the property of being a Bi-Covering. As maxt|A|, |B|u ď 3 4 |V |, this is a 3 2 approximation as OPT is at least |V | 2 . The 3 2` inapproximability follows easily from the above p2´ q inapproximability for the general case. The reduction is as follows: Let GpV, Eq be the given instance of a Bi-Covering. Construct a natural bipartite graph G 1 between VˆV where pi, jq forms an edge if pi, jq P E (or pj, iq P E). Fix a small enough constant ą 0. It is easy to see that if G has a solution of fractional size 1{2` then so does G 1 . Next, if there are sets A 1 and B 1 where 1 2|V | maxt|A 1 |, |B 1 |u ď 3 4´ which satisfy the Bi-Covering property, we have 1 2|V | |A 1 zB 1 | ě 1 4` and 1 2|V | |B 1 zA 1 | ě 1 4` . Thus, we can find two sets, say X 1 and Y 1 , of size at least |V | each, where X 1 is from left side and Y 1 is from right side with no edges in between. We now think of X 1 and Y 1 as a subset of V . Let Z " X 1 X Y 1 . Partition Z into Z 1 and Z 2 of equal sizes. Take X " Z 1 Y pX 1 zY 1 q and Y " Z 2 Y pY 1 zX 1 q. It is now easy to verify that there are no edges in between X and Y in G and 1 |V | mint|X|, |Y |u ě 2 .
Hence, if we can find a solution of fractional cost 3 4´ in G 1 in polynomial time then we can also find a solution of fractional cost 1´ 2 in G in polynomial time and this gives a polynomial time algorithm with approximation factor 2´ 2 for small enough constant ą 0. As Bi-Covering is UG hard to approximate within p2´ q for all ą 0 for general graph, this gives a 3 2` hardness for Bi-Covering in bipartite graph.
Proof of Corollary 3:
We prove it by giving reduction from Bi-Covering. Let GpV, Eq be the given instance of Bi-Covering. Construct a bipartite graph H between VˆV where pi, jq forms an edge if pi, jq R E. Fix a small enough constant ą 0. In one direction, if G has a Bi-Covering of fractional size at most p1{2` q then H 1 contains a p1{2´ q|V |ˆp1{2´ q|V | bipartite clique. In other direction, if H 1 has a bipartite clique of size 2 |V |ˆ2 |V | then let X 1 and Y 1 be the subset of vertices from left and right side of bipartite clique. As before, let Z " X 1 X Y 1 and Z 1 and Z 2 be the partition of Z of equal size. Let X " pX 1 zY 1 q Y Z 1 and Y " pY 1 zX 1 q Y Z 2 . It follows that |X|, |Y | is at least |V | and are disjoint viewed as a subset of V . Also, there are no edges between X and Y . Therefore, V zX and V zY each of size at most p1´ q|V | gives a Bi-Covering of G. Thus, Theorem 1 implies that it is hard to distinguish between Bi´Clique of size p1{2´ q|V | and |V | which completes the proof of corollary. 
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A Better Approximation Algorithms for special graphs
In this section, we present notations and preliminaries which are required for approximation algorithms for Bi-Covering for several classes of graphs on which we get strictly better than 2 approximation.
A.1 Preliminaries
Recall, the Bi-Covering problem is: Input: A graph GpV, Eq Output: Two subsets A, B Ď V so that every edge pu, vq either tu, vu Ď A or tu, vu Ď B. Minimize maxt|A|, |B|u.
For a given graph G, let N pvq denote the vertices joined to v (its neighbors). The number of neighbors of v is denoted by degpvq. § Definition 17. For a set S let N pSq be S union all vertices that are joined to at least one vertex in S. Let N 1 pSq be the set of vertices not in S that have at least one neighbor in S.
For a collection of numbers X, let spXq be the sum of the numbers in X. § Definition 18. Given a set S " tS i u, define unpSq :" Ť SPS S. § Definition 19. The optimum partition for the Bi-Covering instance at hand is denoted by A˚, B˚and we denote S˚" A˚X B § Lemma 20. If |A˚| ď n{2´ ¨n or |B˚| ď n{2´ ¨n then returning V, H gives a 2{p1`2 q ratio.
Proof. Say that |B˚| ď n{2´ ¨n. Then as |A˚|`|B˚| ě n we get that |A˚| ě n{2` ¨n. Proof. The Subset Sum problem is, given a set of n input numbers T " tx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x p u and a number Q, decide if there is a subset T 1 Ď T that sums to Q. In our case the x i " |H i |. Thus max i x i ď n and there exists an exact polynomial time solution for subset sum. For every number Q between 1 and | Ť H i |, check if there is a collection of connected components X so that |unpXq| " Q. For any feasible X check the value of the solution unpXq, V zunpXq. Output the best solution over all Q. Clearly this is the optimum solution.
đ § Definition 23. The above algorithm is called the 2-Cover algorithm. Our problem is related to the Vertex Separator problem. § Definition 25. A Vertex Separator in a graph G is a set S so that after S is removed no connected component has more than 2n{3 vertices The next lemma is used several times in the rest of the paper. § Lemma 26. Say that we can find in polynomial time two disjoint sets A 1 , B 1 with at least ¨n vertices each, so that A 1 , B 1 share no edges. Then Bi-Covering admits a 2´2 ratio algorithms. S, B " B 1 Y S edges between A 1 and S are covered by A and edges between B 1 Y S are covered by B. Finally, we are given the property that there are no edges between A 1 and B 1 .
Note that A 1 , B 1 are disjoint and so A 1 X S " B 1 X S " H. Thus A 1 X B " H and B 1 X A " H. Given the size of A 1 , B 1 , we get that |A|, |B| ď p1´ q¨n. Thus the value of ours solution is p1´ q¨n versus n{2 for the optimum. The ratio is 2´2 . đ
The following Procedure is the one which attains the promised ratio: Procedure Big (A',B') :
If |S˚| ě 2 ¨n returning V, H gives an approximation ratio of 2{p1`2 q Proof. Note that |A˚|`|B˚| " |pV zS˚q|`2|S˚| ě p1`2 qn. Thus either |A˚| ě n{2` ¨n{2, or |B˚| ě 1{2` ¨n{2. We return the trivial solution V, H. Those the solution V, H the ratio derived is at most 1 1{2` " 2 1`2 .
đ The next lemma is also used several times. § Lemma 28. Let C be a Clique. Then either C Ď A˚or C Ď B˚.
Proof. Note that V zA˚" B˚zS˚. If C Ę A˚it means that there is a vertex u P C XpB˚zS˚q.
If C Ę B˚it means that there is a vertex v P C X pA˚zS˚q. However, as u, v belong to the clique u and v are neighbors. This gives an edge between A˚zS˚and B˚zS˚contradicts Lemma 24. đ
A.3 A central algorithmic tool § Definition 29.
Given two disjoint sets C, C 1 , the bipartite graph BpC, C 1 , E 1 q that corresponds to C, C 1 is defined as follows. Make C one side of the bipartite graph and remove all edges internal to C. Make C 1 the other side of the bipartite graph and remove all edges internal to C 1 . The edges E 1 are all edges with one endpoint in C and the other in C 1 .
We present a simple procedure that takes two disjoint sets X, Y and return a solution based on their bipartite graph and on removing a vertex cover of the bipartite graph.
Procedure Vertex-Cover(X,Y):
1. Compute BpX, Y, E 1 q 2. Compute the minimum size vertex cover D of B.
/* As the graph is bipartite the minimum vertex cover can be found in polynomial time */ 3. Return A " X Y D, B " Y Y D. § Lemma 30. If |XzD| ě ¨n and |Y zD| ě n, Algorithm Vertex-Cover returns a solution of ratio 2´2 Proof. Note that there are no edges between XzD and Y zD because a vertex cover was removed. Thus by Lemma 26 the ratio of the returned solution is 2´2 . đ
A.4 Graph types
A δ-vertex expander is a graph so that for every S of size |S| ď n{2, N 1 pSq ě δn. A chordal graph is a graph that does not contain a cycle of size at least 4 as an induced subgraph. A split graph is a graph whose vertex set is a union of a Clique and and independent set, with arbitrarily connections between the clique and the independent set.
A minor of a graph is any subgraph G 1 that can be derived from G by contracting and removing edges. A minor free graph is a graph that does not contain some constant size graph H as a minor.
An interval graph is the intersection graph of a family of intervals on the real line. It has one vertex for each interval in the family, and an edge between every pair of vertices corresponding to intervals that intersect.
B Algorithmic results
We restate Theorem 4 for convenience here. § Theorem 31. The Bi-Covering problem admits polynomial time algorithms that attain the following ratios (Graph type: approximation ratio):
1. The following theorems are derived directly from the techniques we develop. § Theorem 32. 1. The Bi-Covering problem admits a 2´1{c ratio for any perfect graph that whose chromatic number is some constant c. 2. The Bi-Covering problem admits a 2´1{pd`1q ratio for a graph G with Opnq edges withd the (constant) average degree of G. 3. The Bi-Covering problem admits a 4{3`op1q ratio for any graph that has a separators of size opn{ ? log nq.
We prove these theorems in the following sections.
B.1 Chordal graphs
In this section we provide a polynomial time algorithm with approximation ratio at most 1.876 for the Bi´Covering problem on Chordal graph. Set " 1{16. We use the following theorem is due to [14] . § Theorem 33. Every n-vertex chordal graph GpV, Eq contains a polynomially computable maximal clique C, so that if the vertices of C are removed, any connected components in the graph induced by the non deleted vertices has at most n{2 vertices. § Definition 34. The clique separator of G is denoted by C. Denote H " V zC. Note that V zC decomposes to a collection of connected component H 1 , . . . , H q so that H " Ť q i"1 H i . Without loss of generality, let H 1 be largest connected component. Analysis: Let the optimum partition be A˚, B˚with S˚" A˚X B˚. Set " 1{16. § Lemma 35. If |C| ě n{2` ¨n returning V, H derives a 2{p1`2 q ratio. For the choice of " 1{16, this ratio is strictly smaller than 1.876.
Proof. As C Ď A˚, this means that |A˚| ě n{2` ¨n and thus the ratio is less than 1.876. đ
From previous lemma, we may assume that unless there is a constant ratio smaller than 1.876 the following holds: Note what the resulting ratios are if one of the above statements does not hold. If |A˚| ď n{2´ n or B˚ď n{2´ ¨n by Lemma 20 returning V, H gives a ratio of 2{p1`2 q ă 1.876 for " 1{16. If |S| ě 2¨ n the a ratio is the same 2{p1`2 q ă 1.876. (d) follows as H " V zC and by Lemma 35 as H Y C " V . § Lemma 36. If |H 1 | ď ¨n, Algorithm 2-Cover (that is applied in this case by Algorithm Chordal) returns a solution of ratio at most at most 2´2 ă 1.876 for " 1{16.
Proof. We define a possibly sub-optimal solution for the 2-cover problem. The 2-Cover solution is an optimum one and may be only better. Initiate A Ð H. As longs as |A| ď ¨n add an arbitrary H i to A. Note that for every i, |H i | ď ¨n because H 1 is the largest connected component. This implies that when we stop, |A| ď 2 n. By Assumption (d), H ě n{2´ ¨n. Therefore H´|A| ě n{2´ ¨n´2 n " n{2´3 ¨n ą n for " 1{16. As A and HzA share no edges, because they are a collection of connected components, and both are of size at least ¨n, by Lemma 26, a ratio of 2´2 n applies. For " 1{16 this ratio is less than 1.876. đ § Lemma 37. If | Ť q i"2 H i | ą ¨n Bi´Covering admits a 2´2 ă 1.876 ratio.
Proof. In this case Algorithm Chordal applies Algorithm Big. By Lemma 36, we may assume that |H 1 | ě n. Therefore we have two sets H 1 and | Ť q i"2 H i |, both of size at lest ¨n and share no edges, (because they are connected component) a ratio of 2´2 ă 1.876 follows for Lemma 26.
đ § Lemma 38. |C| ě n{2´ ¨n and |H| ď n{2` n.
Proof. Note that |H 1 | ď n{2 by Theorem 33 as H 1 is a connected component resulting after C is removed. Note that |V zC| " H " H 1 Y Ť q i"2 H i ď n{2` n. The last inequality follows because |H 1 | ď n{2 and by Lemma 37. This gives ratio less than 1.876. Thus |C| ě n´|H| ě n{2´ ¨n. And |H| " V´|C| ď n{2` ¨n đ § Lemma 39. We now have following conditions:
3. |pH X B˚| ě n{2´3 n. 4. |HzB˚|`|S˚| ď 6 ¨n.
5.
The sets pH X B˚qzS˚and CzS˚share no edges.
Proof. 1. As C Ď A˚, C X B˚Ď A˚X B˚" S˚. 2. As V " C Y H, B˚" B˚X V " pB˚X Cq Y pB˚X Hq Ď S˚Y pH X B˚q. The last inequality follows since C Ď A˚and so pB˚X Cq Ď S˚. 3. By 2 above, B˚Ď S˚Y pH X B˚q. Thus |B˚| ď |S˚|`|H X B˚|. By Assumption (b) , |B˚| ě n{2´ n. and therefore |H X B˚| ě |B˚|´|S˚| ě n{2´3 n. 4. By Lemma 38, |H| ď n{2` n. By 3., |H X B˚| ě n{2´3 ¨n. Thus |HzB˚| " |H|´|H X B˚| ď n{2` ¨n´n{2`3 ¨n " 4 . Therefore, |HzB˚|`|S˚| ď 6 ¨n. 5. We know that C Ď A˚and thus CzS˚Ď A˚zS˚. Also pH 1 X B˚qzS˚Ď B˚zS˚. (4). The optimal vertex cover may be even smaller. đ § Lemma 41. Algorithm Chordal returns a solution of ratio less than 1.876.
Proof. Algorithm Chordal applies procedure V ertexCover on BpC, Hq. Let D be the vertex cover. By Lemma 38, |C| ě n{2´ n. By Assumption (d), |H| ě n{2´ n. Therefore by Lemma 40 |HzD|, |CzD| ě n{2´7 " 9 n. The last inequality follows by the setting of " 1{16. By Lemma 30, the ratio of 2´2 ă 1.876 follows. đ
B.2 Exact solution for interval graphs
In this section, we give an exact solution for interval graph using dynamic programming. For the dynamic programming we have the following definition of a state. For every time t we maintain two sets A t , B t that are a partial solution, namely sharing no edges. § Definition 42. A state for an ending time t contains the following information. We have a partial solution A, B. We need to carry:
1. The size of A 2. The size of B 3. For a time t, we remember the interval in AzB whose ending time is maximal in B among intervals that end at time t or earlier. 4. The interval that belongs to BzA that is the last to end before or at time t.
The size of A X B
We maintain an example of a solution for each one of the states.
Say that A 1 , B 1 and A 2 , B 2 have the same state with respect to a time t. Let V t be all the intervals that end at or before time t.
Proof. We start by showings that
Since the two solutions have the same state: |A 1 | " |B 1 |, |A 2 | " |B 2 | and
We assume the solution is maximal for inclusion. In such case § Lemma 44. For every solutions of a certain state and time t, there is a unique way to extend the solution to legal solutions for time t. Moreover, if A and B have the same state, the value of the two extensions is equal.
Proof. Let P 1 , P 2 be defined as above. Note that there is a vertex in P 1 that has a neighbor in A, and there is a vertex in P 1 that is a neighbor of a vertex in B. Otherwise we can extend one of A, B to larger sets contradicting the maximality assumption. For example if I is an interval in P 1 with no neighbors in A, we may add I to A and the solution is still feasible. The same goes for P 2 , A 2 , B 2 . Thus, the vertices of P 1 must be in the intersection of A 1 , B 1 . Otherwise we get a contradiction to Lemma 24. Thus the only legal way to extend A 1 , B 1 to a legal solution is by setting,
We now show that the extended solution A 1 , B 1 has the same size as the extended solution of A 2 , B 2 . As P 1 X A 1 " H and P 1 Y B 1 " H, and the same claim holds for A 2 , B 2 , P 2 , by Lemma 43 |P 1 | " |P 2 |. Thus |A 1 Y P 1 | " |A 1`| P 1 | " |A 2 |`|P 2 | " |A 2 Y P 2 |. Namely, the two (unique) extensions have equal value. đ
We deal with intervals by increasing finishing times. § Definition 45. A state A, B is extendable if it can be extended to an optimum solution by adding intervals
Clearly we may assume that the finishing time are pairwise distinct. § Lemma 46. Say that we have an extendable state with time t 1 . Assume that t is the next lowest finishing time and let I be the unique interval to end at time t. Then we can find a collection of states so that at least one of them is extendable and contains I.
Proof. We prove this by induction, with the base case being time 0. In time 0 the solution is the empty set and can be extended to any optimal solution. Say that we computed an extendable solution for time t 1 . Consider the next to end interval I, and let t be its ending time. Thus no interval ends strictly between t 1 and t. Let I 1 , be the interval in B, for time t 1 with maximum finishing time (note that this information is part of a state). By the induction hypothesis the choice until time t 1 is extendable to an optimum solution. We now produce states with I. If I starts at time strictly before time t 1 , then I intersects I 1 P B, and it cant be that I P AzB. Otherwise we can add I to A only. In the same way we can check if I can be added to B only. Thus we get 4 cases.
1.
If I can not be added to AzB nor to BzA, add I to AXB and set size |AXB| Ð |AXB|`1.
Also increase |A| and B by 1 The interval I becomes the last to end in A and B with respect to time t. 2. If I can be added to A but not to B then we are forced to add I too A only. In this case |A| grows up by 1, but |B| and |A X B| stay the same. Also the last to end interval in B for time t is the same one that is last to end for time t 1 . However, update I to be the last interval of A to end at time t 3. The case that I can be added to B only is treated in a symmetric way. 4. If I can be added both to A and to B there are 3 new states. One in which we add I to A only. One in which we add I to B only and one for which we add I to A X B. Updating the states is done as above.
đ § Lemma 47. There exists an Opn 5 q exact algorithm for the Bi-Covering problem on interval graphs Proof. Consider all states for the highest finishing time t. By the definition of a state, there are at most n 5 states. By lemma 46, one of the states A, B, V zpA Y Bq is extendable. However since there are no more intervals, by Lemma 44 the only way to extend A, B to a solution is to add V zpA Y Bq to both A and B. By Lemma 44 our solution will be optimal.
To achieve the above time we assign a unique integral keys to every state. We build a perfect Hash function so that the time for insert and search is Op1q in the worst case (see [8] ).
When we check if we should extend a leaf, we first check in worst case time Op1q if the "new" states do not already appear in the tree. The number of inserts into the tree is Opn 5 q therefore the running time for inserting states is Opn 5 q. đ
B.3 Minor free graphs
In this section, we give the 1`op1q ratio approximation algorithm for Minor free graphs. We need the following theorem from [1] . § Theorem 48. Every subgraph G 1 pV 1 , E 1 q with n 1 vertices of a minor free graph G has a separator of size Op ? n 1 q. Furthermore, this separator can be found in polynomial time in n 1 .
In this section, we set to be any function of n so that Op1{ 2 q " op ? nq. For example 1{ can be log˚n{n 1{4 . § Definition 49. The set S and L. In the algorithm we maintain a collection S of components that belongs to one of two types. First, S contains some separators of some larger components. The second type are connected components with at least ¨n vertices. The set L does not contain separators, and contains all connected components of size less than ¨n. § Definition 50. A basic step is as follows:
1. Find a connected components S P S that has at least ¨n vertices (if any). 2. Identify the separator S C of S 3. Let H 1 , H 2 , . . . be the connected components of SzS C . 4. Each connected component H i with less than ¨n vertices is added into L. Other components are added to S. The separator S C is added to S and the component S is deleted from S. § Definition 51. The separators tree: The above process creates in a natural way a tree of separators. Proof. The proof follows by induction from the definition. đ
Initial step
We now bound the possible number of non-leaf components at level i. § Lemma 54. The number of non leaf connected components in level i is at most 1{ .
Proof. To bound the number of separators in level i, we consider level i`1. Since we are talking on non-leaves in level i, each such S in level i has a child in level i`1. By definition the parent ppSq of S has at least ¨n vertices, for otherwise the parent would have been a leaf. Consider a maximal set Q of separators level i`1 so that the parents of the separators are pairwise distinct. If S, S 1 have two different parents ppSq, ppS 1 q, clearly ppSq X ppS 1 q " H. Thus, the collection of leaves of a vertex at level level i, contributes ¨n new vertices to level i. By disjointness, the number of non leaf components at level i is at most 1{ . đ
We now bound the height of the separators tree. § Lemma 55. The height of the separators tree is at most Op1{ q.
Proof. Since the size of the separators in level i ě 0 is ? n¨p2{3q i , clearly there exists a large enough constant c so that the height of the separators tree is bounded by Proof. The running time is dominated by the computation of separators and computes at most n separators. Since computing a separator requires time polynomial in n, the claim follows. đ § Lemma 58. The approximation ratio is 1`op1q.
Proof. By Lemma construction, at the end of the algorithm, unpSq Y unpLq " V . By Lemma 56 |unpLq| " n´opnq. Furthermore, by definition L has pairwise disjoint connected components, each of size at most n. The sets is L share no edges because these sets are leaves in the separator tree and thus were separated by their least common ancestor in the tree. We start adding to A 1 Ð H and then iteratively adding to A 1 connected components of L as long as |A 1 | ď n{2. Consider the moment a leaf L P L is added and the number of vertices in A 1 goes becomes at least n{2. As the last component added is of size |S| ď n (because all components in L have size less than ¨n) and by definition |A 1 | ď n{2. Therefore, |A 1 | ď n{2` n. Note that A " A 1 Y S. By Claim 56 |A| ď n{2` n`opnq By the algorithm, |A| ě n{2 and so, |B| ď n{2. Thus the maximum size set between |A| and |B| is |A|. The approximation ratio is bounded by n{2` n`opnq n{2 " 1`2¨ `op1q " 1`opnq for a chosen as claimed. đ
The approximation applies as special cases to planar, and bounded genus graphs, since these graphs are minor free.
B.4 High degree vertices
This section deals with graphs GpV, Eq which has minimum degree δ¨n for some constant δ ą 0. 
Analysis:
Let the optimum solution be A˚, B˚and let S˚" A˚X B˚. Assume that
|S˚| ď ¨n
(1)
for some as a function of δ which we will fix later. § Definition 59. A pair a, b is good pair if a P A˚zS˚, and b P B˚zSN ote that a good pair exists unless A˚Ď S˚or B˚Ď S˚. If one of these two cases holds, opt " n and pV, Hq is an optimal solution Also recall by Claim 24, that pa, bq R E. § Lemma 60. Let a, b be a good pair. Then N paq Ď A˚and N pbq Ď BP roof. We show the first containment. The proof of the second containment is identical. The complement set of A˚is the set V zA˚" B˚zS˚. If the sets N paq and B˚zS˚intersect, as a P A˚zS˚there is an edge between of internal vertex of A˚zS˚and a vertex of B˚zSẘ hich contradicts Lemma 24. đ
From now on we assume that a and b are the good pair and hence N paq Ď A˚, N pbq Ď B˚ (2) Let S " N paq X N pbq. § Lemma 61. S Ď S˚and |S| ď ¨n.
Proof. As N paq Ď A˚and N pbq Ď B˚as shown in (2), S " pN paqXN pbqq Ď pA˚XB˚q " S˚.
Thus |S| ď n with the latter inequality following from (1). đ § Lemma 62. There is a set S 1 of size at most ¨n whose removal creates two sets AzS 1 and BzS 1 , that share no edges.
Proof. The removal of S˚leaves no edges between A˚zS˚and B˚zS˚. As N paq Ď A˚and N pbq Ď B˚, the removals of S˚leaves no edges between N paqzS˚and N pbqzS˚. The lemma follows from the bound on the size of S˚.
đ § Lemma 63. The Vertex Cover D found has size at most ¨n Proof. One possible vertex cover is S˚. The claim follows. đ § Lemma 64. The approximation ratio is 2´4δ{3.
Proof. The approximation ratio is maxt1{p1`2 q, 2´δ´ u, because the case that |S˚| ą ¨n, gives 1{p1`2 q ratio otherwise if |S˚| ď ¨n then as |N paq| " |N pbq| ě δ¨n, the number of vertices in N paqzS˚and N pbqzS˚is at least pδ´ q¨n. The above term is minimized for " δ{3. Thus the approximation ratio is 2´4δ{3. đ
B.5 Expander graphs
Say that G is a vertex expander with parameter δ for some constant δ. Let A˚, B˚be the optimum solution. By Lemma 20 we may assume that |A˚| ě n{2´δ¨n{8. § Lemma 65. |N 1 pA˚q| ě δn{4
Proof. The worst case its may be that |A˚| " n{2´δ¨n{8. See Lemma 20. As the graph is an expander, |N 1 pA˚q| ě δn{2´δ 2 n{8. By definition of an expander δ ď 2. Thus |N 1 pA˚q| ě δn{2´δ¨n{4 " δ¨n{4. The above follows by replacing one of the δ in the expression δ 2 n{8 by 2. đ § Lemma 66. Returning V, H gives ratio at most 2{p1`δ 2 {8q for Bi-Covering on expanders.
1. If the size of the independent set is I at least 2 ¨n let A 1 , B 1 be disjoint halves of I. Set A Ð A 1 Y C and B Ð B 1 Y C (with C the clique) 2. Else return V, H § Lemma 69. The approximation ratio of the above algorithm is at most 8{5 for split graphs.
Proof. The case that |I| ě 2¨ ¨n, by Lemma 26, the ratio is 2´2 . If |I| ď 2 n and |S˚| ě n, by Lemma 27 the ratio is 2{p1`2 q. Thus the remaining case is that I ď 2 ¨n and |S˚| ď n. By Lemma 28, we may assume without loss of generality that that C Ď A˚. Thus, C X pB˚zSq " H. Thus |B˚| ď |S˚|`|I| ď 3 n. This implies that |A˚| ě n´3 n. In this case returning V, H gives ratio 1{p1´3 q. Consider maxt1{p1´3 q, 2{p1`2 q, 2´2 u Choosing " 1{8 gives ratio at most 8{5. đ B.9 Graph that contain a separator of size opn{ ? log nq § Lemma 70. If G has a separator S and |S| " opn{ ?
log nq then the Bi-Covering problem admits a 4{3`op1q ă 2 ratio.
Proof. In [11] an Op
? log nq approximation algorithm is given for the Min Size Vertex Separator problem. As S is a vertex separator, clearly the approximation algorithm returns a solution of size at most Op ? log nq¨|S| " opnq, and maximum connected component of size 2n{3. Thus, adding S to the connected component, gives 2n{3p1`op1qq maximum size of every set. Dividing by the best possible optimum of value opt " n{2, the claim follows. đ
